• We introduce new SVM-RFE feature selection methods for multiclass problems
followed strategy for multiclass SVM is known as "One-vs-One" (OVO). Ac-49 cording to this approach, a classification problem with c classes is replaced 50 with M = c(c − 1)/2 reduced binary ones, each one of them consisting of dis-51 criminating a pair of classes. In order to classify a new example, it is passed 52 through all binary classifiers and the most voted class is selected. Another 53 useful strategy is "One-vs-All" (OVA). In this second case, a problem with 54 c classes is replaced with M = c reduced binary problems, each one of them 55 consisting of discriminating a single class from all remaining ones. 56 Therefore, the most usual approach to implement a multiclass SVM-RFE 57 method is to directly apply the RFE algorithm over an OVO or OVA multi- In order to obtain a unique importance for each feature in this setup, the 122 simplest solution is to average the absolute value of the components |w ij | 123 over all related binary problems. We will call this method "Average" in the 124 following. The Average solution is implemented, to the best of our knowledge, 125 in all available RFE software packages, including the most popular amongst 126 researchers (MATLAB, R and PYTHON platforms).
127
However, the only real advantage of the Average strategy is its simplicity.
128
Two main drawbacks of this approach should be taken into consideration but 129 are usually ignored: needed. Here we propose to cast the problem as a selection of candidate features from multiple ranking lists (Jurman et al., 2008). We start by decomposing the multiclass problem into a set of M related binary problems (through the OVA or OVO strategies). The problem involves a set of p features, F = {f 1 , f 2 , . . . f p }. SVM-RFE produces a ranking (an ordered list) for each individual problem using the components w ij . An example is shown in Table 1 . This set of lists can be arranged in a matrix (Table 2) where each row shows the position of each feature in the ranking produced for the binary problem shown on each column. We can now define a matrix of relative ranking positions as:
where r i,j is the relative ranking of feature f i in the list corresponding to bi-147 nary problem j, pos i,j is the position of the same feature in the corresponding 148 ranking ( 
Average-SD

161
In this method, feature ranking is given by the average value of the relative 162 position over all binary problems:
where R i is the ranking of feature f i in the final ordered list, used to select 164 features in the multiclass problem. Ties are broken by the standard deviation 165 (SD) of the relative position (higher is better). We show in the next section 166 that features with higher SD are preferable over lower SD ones, because a 167 larger SD means that the feature has some better-than-average rankings.
168
Average-SD can be considered as the base strategy for multiple lists. It 169 can overcome the relative scales problem on averaging weights, but is not 170 expected to solve the flattening problem. In this second approach we rank every feature according to the best rel-173 ative ranking that it reaches over the set of binary problems:
Ties are broken by the mean value of the relative position over all prob- The third method orders features according to the 3rd quartile of the 182 distribution of relative rankings:
where the 3Q function returns the 3rd quartile of its argument. As in 184 Average-SD, ties are broken by the SD. This approach is intermediate be-
185
tween the two previous ones, searching for features that reach a high relative 186 position, but also considering the full relative rankings distribution. then take the average of this new relative importance:
where r i,j is the re-scaled relative weight for feature f i and k is the number 194 of features to be considered from each list (k < p). As in the Best Ranking 195 method, ties are broken by the mean value of the original relative ranking,
196
< r i,j > j . We discuss the set of parameter values k in the next section.
197
This strategy is aimed at searching for features which are highly relevant for 198 some of the problems, but is not limited to searching for the most relevant 
Evaluation on artificial datasets 233
We first consider artificial classification problems in order to evaluate spe-234 cific aspects of the new methods and to be able to compare their capabilities 235 in a controlled manner. 
Artificial datasets 260
We created three different multiclass datasets that provide diverse chal-261 lenges to our methods. In all cases, each class is sampled from a Gaussian dis- In all problems there is an overlap among classes, giving a nonzero Bayes 287 error. We created five datasets for Artificial-1, with an increasing number 288 of classes, and 3 datasets for Artificial-3 in the same way. The K-First method is the only approach involving a parameter that 294 needs to be set, k. The value of this parameter regulates the number of 295 variables that receive a relative ranking. A very low value would make the 296 method similar to Best Ranking, while a high one would turn the method 297 into 3Q-SD (furthermore, k = p would convert the method into Average-SD). 298 We evaluated several values of k (increasing fractions of p) over all ar-299 tificial datasets considered. Figure 1 shows the corresponding error curves case the results clearly depend on k. We found that a value of 10% of p gives 311 consistently good results in all artificial cases considered here, therefore we 312 will use this value for the rest of the paper. ones. This is based on the assumption that a large SD is associated with 317 high rankings for some of the binary problems, and that such behavior is 318 able to highlight class-dependent features over flat ones. In order to confirm 319 this, we compared for both methods over a set of artificial problems the 320 use of maximum versus minimum SD to break ties. Figure 2 shows the 321 corresponding results for some representative cases. They are similar in all 322 other cases (some of which are shown in the Additional Material section).
323
As this figure shows, using maximum values always leads to equal or better 324 performance than using minimum ones. we show OVA results, while the OVO case is depicted on the right column.
332
We use the same scale for the corresponding panels. We also included the 333 Bayes error for both datasets as dotted horizontal lines, and the true number It is interesting to note that the two methods more directly aimed at find- distributions (Best, 1st. quartile, Mean, 3rd. quartile and Worst). In Table   371 4 we show these statistics on dataset Artificial-1-8C, which is representative In method. The following 6 datasets come from the UCI repository. These 401 are more traditional datasets, with more samples than features and multiple 402 classes, involving typical pattern recognition problems. Finally, we selected 403 4 gene expression datasets from human tissues. These datasets were filtered 404 by curators to obtain circa 1000 genes with high signal-to-noise ratio in each 405 case.
406
In order to compare our results against previous methods we implemented other methods that it excels. We show the corresponding results in Table 8 . problem. We evaluated them in a series of artificial and real world datasets.
461
Our first conclusion is that the OVO strategy should be preferred over 462 OVA for multiclass feature selection. Probably the higher number of binary 463 problems in OVO helps in filtering out some noisy features that receive high 464 rankings from just one or only a few binary problems, a similar beneficial 465 effect to the use of ensembles in general.
466
Our second conclusion is that, overall, the K-First method is the most 
